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Sony MDREX750NP Headphones, in-Ear, Mic, Pink

Specifications

BRAND: Sony
COLOR: Pink
FORM FACTOR: In Ear
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CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY: Bluetooth
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY: Bluetooth
DYNAMIC: 8mm drivers
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 8 x 1 x 4 inches
ITEM WEIGHT: 4 ounces
SPECIAL FEATURES: Microphone
OTHER DISPLAY FEATURES: Wireless
INCLUDED COMPONENTS: Headset, Wired Headset, Wired Cell Phone Headsets

Introduction

It has 8mm dynamic drivers. It contains built-in microphone and remote. These headphones can provide a powerful
and melodic sound. Weight of the package is 0.5 lbs.

HOW TO SET HEADPHONES AS MIC

Activate Settings & Select the “Sound” section under the “System” heading. Choose the microphone or recording
device you want to use by clicking “Choose your input device” under the “Input” section.

HOW TO TURN ON THE MICROPHONE

Select Speakers/Headphones from the Playback tab of the Sound window, then click the Properties button. Select
the Levels tab in the Speaker/Headphones Properties box. To enable or disable the microphone, click the speaker
button next to Microphone on the Levels tab.

HOW TO FIX HEADPHONES THAT ARE NOT DETECTED

Right-click Start and choose “Device Manager” as your first step. Step 2: Expand Audio Inputs and Outputs, then
choose “Update driver” from the context menu when right-clicking on your audio device. Pick “Search automatically
for updated driver software” in step three. Step 4: Permit your computer to look for updated drivers online.

HOW TO GET HEADPHONES TO WORK AGAIN

Make the earphone cord straight.
Attempt a different set of earbuds.
Make the headphone jack clean.
Restart the apparatus.
Check the audio settings on the device.
Examine the earphone cables for damage.

HOW TO TEST MICROPHONE

Speak into the microphone to check it out. Green bars on the volume meter indicate that the device is correctly
picking up sound. Change the microphone by using the drop-down menu. Try unplugging and replugging the
microphone you’re trying to use if you can’t see it.

HOW TO ADJUST SPEAKER AND MIC

Select the microphone by clicking Configure in the Sound Set Up window’s Recording tab.
Click Next after selecting Set up microphone.
Select the device type (desktop or headset), then click Next and Next again.
Test the volume as directed, then select Next and Finish.

HOW TO FIX WIRED HEADPHONES

To reveal the copper, sand the wires. Sand the thin enamel coating off of each wire, including the ground wire,
before soldering.



Connect by twisting and soldering.
Electrical tape should be used to properly wrap each wire.
Over the headphone cord, position and heat the heat-shrink tubing.

Frequently Asked Questions

Have Sony wired earbuds a microphone?

There is no battery in these earbuds. They just connect into the phone port and are hooked. A microphone and
buttons to pick up, end, and change volume are included. Although I haven’t used it as a phone, the speakers are
excellent and in my opinion worth the cost.

What’s going on with my Sony wired headphones?

For those utilising a wired connection, quickly clean the headphone jack by plugging and removing the cable three
times, making sure the third time the plug snaps into place. Check the cable’s orientation if it doesn’t fix the issue.

How does the earbud microphone function?

In reality, microphones and headphones are pretty similar. A diaphragm can be found in both headphones and
microphones. Both devices use vibrations, but headphones vibrate the diaphragm to produce sound, whilst
microphones track sound vibrations to record them.

Why won’t the microphone on my Sony headphones work?

Verify that your microphone is turned on and that it is configured as the default device. Put your microphone on mute.
the audio driver update. Utilize the Windows 10 Troubleshooter.

Why does nothing happen when I plug in my headphones?

Ensure that your audio card’s drivers are correctly installed. Additionally, and I know this sounds silly, make sure that
your headphones, not the mic or anything else, are correctly inserted into the headphone socket. Check the bios to
make sure that your audio card is correctly initialized if that doesn’t solve the problem.

My wired headphones won’t connect, why?

As dirt might obstruct the connection between the headphones and the port, this may be the problem. When a
headphone jack stops working, the first thing you should check is the jack itself to determine how dirty it is.

On wired headphones, where is the microphone located?

The majority of our wired headphones (including those with microphones) have a 3.5mm jack connection known as a
“TRRS” connector. View a sample image below. The Mic Input is located at the bottom of the jack, if you’ll notice.

Why won’t my headphones let me hear?

Be sure to turn on your audio source and turn it up. Make careful to increase the volume if your headphones have a
knob or button for them. Make sure the battery has enough juice if you use headphones that run on batteries. Check
the headphones’ connection.

How can I know if my headphones and microphone are in functioning order?

Activate your preferred browser. If you launch your preferred browser and look up “sound recorder.” That search
should return quite a few results, some of which are free. Simply record your voice while wearing the headset, then
play it back to hear how you sound, just like with Windows.

Have wired earbuds got a microphone?

Even while not all earbuds include microphones, those that do usually employ one of these two well-liked
technologies: Electret Condenser Microphones (ECM) Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS).
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